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Connecting Things
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•  Product group works for years on a standalone 
appliance

‣  Software development 

‣  System configuration

‣  System maintenance (testing)

•  Then, the company decides to connect the product 
to the Internet

‣  To broaden utility and uses

•  Then what happens?
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Things Connected to Internet
•  Cameras (Nanny Cams), 2002

‣  Cameras employ wireless communication to convey data, but the wireless 
signal is not encrypted

‣  Wireless not necessary for past applications (video recording)
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Nanny-Cam May Leave a Home Exposed
By JOHN SCHWARTZ
Published: April 14, 2002

Thousands of people who have installed a popular wireless video
camera, intending to increase the security of their homes and offices,
have instead unknowingly opened a window on their activities to
anyone equipped with a cheap receiver.

The wireless video camera, which is heavily advertised on the
Internet, is intended to send its video signal to a nearby base station,
allowing it to be viewed on a computer or a television. But its signal
can be intercepted from more than a quarter-mile away by off-the-
shelf electronic equipment costing less than $250.

A recent drive around the New Jersey suburbs with two security
experts underscored the ease with which a digital eavesdropper can
peek into homes where the cameras are put to use as video baby
monitors and inexpensive security cameras.

The rangy young driver pulled his truck around a corner in the well-to-do suburban town
of Chatham and stopped in front of an unpretentious house. A window on his laptop's
screen that had been flickering suddenly showed a crisp black-and-white video image: a
living room, seen from somewhere near the floor. Baby toys were strewn across the floor,
and a woman sat on a couch.

After showing the nanny-cam images, the man, a privacy advocate who asked that his
name not be used, drove on, scanning other houses and finding a view from above a back
door and of an empty crib.

In the nearby town of Madison, from the parking lot of a Staples store, workers could be
observed behind the cash register. The driver walked into the store and pointed up at a
corner of the room. ''Take a look,'' he said. Above the folded-back steel security shutters
was a nubbin of technology: a barely perceptible video camera looking down on the
employees.

''I can only imagine driving around the Bay Area with one of these,'' said Aviel D. Rubin, a
security researcher at AT&T Labs, which identified the problem.
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Things Connected to Internet
•  Medical Devices (Pacemakers), 2008

‣  Remote adversary can cause data leakage to unauthenticated device and 
maliciously reprogram the ICD to change its operation

‣  Slashdot (10/20/2015): Why aren’t there better cybersecurity regulations for 
medical devices?
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Abstract—Our study analyzes the security and privacy prop-
erties of an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). Intro-
duced to the U.S. market in 2003, this model of ICD includes
pacemaker technology and is designed to communicate wirelessly
with a nearby external programmer in the 175 kHz frequency
range. After partially reverse-engineering the ICD’s communi-
cations protocol with an oscilloscope and a software radio, we
implemented several software radio-based attacks that could
compromise patient safety and patient privacy. Motivated by
our desire to improve patient safety, and mindful of conventional
trade-offs between security and power consumption for resource-
constrained devices, we introduce three new zero-power defenses
based on RF power harvesting. Two of these defenses are human-
centric, bringing patients into the loop with respect to the security
and privacy of their implantable medical devices (IMDs). Our
contributions provide a scientific baseline for understanding the
potential security and privacy risks of current and future IMDs,
and introduce human-perceptible and zero-power mitigation
techniques that address those risks. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first in our community to use general-purpose
software radios to analyze and attack previously unknown radio
communications protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wirelessly reprogrammable implantable medical devices
(IMDs) such as pacemakers, implantable cardioverter defibril-
lators (ICDs), neurostimulators, and implantable drug pumps
use embedded computers and radios to monitor chronic disor-
ders and treat patients with automatic therapies. For instance,
an ICD that senses a rapid heartbeat can administer an elec-
trical shock to restore a normal heart rhythm, then later report

⇤Corresponding faculty authors:
• Kevin Fu, Medical Device Security Center, Department of Computer

Science, University of Massachusetts Amherst, 140 Governors Drive,
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003 (kevinfu@cs.umass.edu);

• Tadayoshi Kohno, Medical Device Security Center, Department of Com-
puter Science and Engineering, University of Washington, Box 352350,
Seattle, Washington 98195 (yoshi@cs.washington.edu);

• William H. Maisel, Medical Device Safety Institute, Beth Israel Dea-
coness Medical Center, Harvard Medical School, 185 Pilgrim Road,
Baker 4, Boston, MA 02215 (wmaisel@bidmc.harvard.edu).

Additional information online at http://www.secure-medicine.org.
†Co-student leads listed in alphabetical order; each participated equally.

this event to a health care practitioner who uses a commercial
device programmer1 with wireless capabilities to extract data
from the ICD or modify its settings without surgery. Between
1990 and 2002, over 2.6 million pacemakers and ICDs were
implanted in patients in the United States [19]; clinical trials
have shown that these devices significantly improve survival
rates in certain populations [18]. Other research has discussed
potential security and privacy risks of IMDs [1], [10], but we
are unaware of any rigorous public investigation into the ob-
servable characteristics of a real commercial device. Without
such a study, it is impossible for the research community to
assess or address the security and privacy properties of past,
current, and future devices. We address that gap in this paper
and, based on our findings, propose and implement several
prototype attack-mitigation techniques.

Our investigation was motivated by an interdisciplinary
study of medical device safety and security, and relied on
a diverse team of area specialists. Team members from
the security and privacy community have formal training
in computer science, computer engineering, and electrical
engineering. One team member from the medical community
is a practicing cardiologist with hundreds of pacemaker and
implantable defibrillator patients and was past chairperson
of the FDA’s Circulatory System Medical Device Advisory
Panel. Our technical contributions toward understanding and
improving the security, privacy, and safety of these devices
include: analyses; software radio-based methodologies; and
human-perceptible and zero-power (battery-free) defenses.

Overview of contributions. We assess the security and pri-
vacy properties of a common ICD and present attacks on
privacy, integrity, and availability. We show that the ICD
discloses sensitive information in the clear (unencrypted);
we demonstrate a reprogramming attack that changes the
operation of (and the information contained in) the ICD; and

1The reader should not confuse the term “device programmer” with a person
who programs computers. The former is an external device that communicates
with and adjusts the settings on an IMD.

This paper, copyright the IEEE, will appear in the proceedings of the 2008 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy. 1
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Things Connected to Internet
•  Smart Devices (Smart Grid), 2010

‣  Rather than people reading meters (no longer manual – read like nanny cams 
ironically), have meters become part of an advanced metering infrastructure

‣  Thefts enabled by password extraction, eavesdropping, meter spoofing, etc.
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Energy Theft in the Advanced Metering

Infrastructure

Stephen McLaughlin, Dmitry Podkuiko, and Patrick McDaniel
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Abstract. Global energy generation and delivery systems are transi-
tioning to a new computerized “smart grid”. One of the principle com-
ponents of the smart grid is an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI).
AMI replaces the analog meters with computerized systems that report
usage over digital communication interfaces, e.g., phone lines. However,
with this infrastructure comes new risk. In this paper, we consider ad-
versary means of defrauding the electrical grid by manipulating AMI
systems. We document the methods adversaries will use to attempt to
manipulate energy usage data, and validate the viability of these attacks
by performing penetration testing on commodity devices. Through these
activities, we demonstrate that not only is theft still possible in AMI sys-
tems, but that current AMI devices introduce a myriad of new vectors
for achieving it.

Key words: AMI, Smart meter, Penetration testing, Attack tree

1 Introduction

The smart grid being globally deployed today will forever change the way energy
is used. This new infrastructure o↵ers more e�cient, lower cost, and more en-
vironmentally sound energy management than its antiquated predecessor. The
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is a crucial piece of this new smart grid
infrastructure. AMI provides a computer-based sensor system that extends from
the homes and buildings that use power to the utilities that manage it. From
a technology standpoint, AMI provides the necessary communication and con-
trol functions needed to implement critical energy management services such as
fine grained pricing schemes, automatic meter reading, demand response, and
power quality management. The smart grid has been widely deployed in Europe
and Asia, with other parts of the world seeing more gradual but accelerating
adoption.

The smart grid, AMI in particular, introduces new security challenges [12].
By necessity, AMI will consist of billions of low-cost commodity devices being
placed in physically insecure locations. The equipment is under the control of
the often disinterested, unsophisticated, or sometimes malicious users. Even in
simple and/or low value services, such an arrangement would be extraordinarily
di�cult to secure.
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Things Connected to Internet
•  Complex Distributed Computer Systems (Automobiles), 2011

‣  From the authors “existence of practically exploitable vulnerabilities that 
permit arbitrary automotive control without requiring direct physical access.”

‣  From physical, short-range, and long-range perspectives on components
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Vulnerability Implemented Visible Full
Class Channel Capability to User Scale Control Cost Section

Direct physical OBD-II port Plug attack hardware directly into car
OBD-II port

Yes Small Yes Low Prior work [14]

Indirect physical CD CD-based firmware update Yes Small Yes Medium Section 4.2
CD Special song (WMA) Yes⇤ Medium Yes Medium-High Section 4.2
PassThru WiFi or wired control connection to

advertised PassThru devices
No Small Yes Low Section 4.2

PassThru WiFi or wired shell injection No Viral Yes Low Section 4.2

Short-range
wireless

Bluetooth Buffer overflow with paired Android
phone and Trojan app

No Large Yes Low-Medium Section 4.3

Bluetooth Sniff MAC address, brute force PIN,
buffer overflow

No Small Yes Low-Medium Section 4.3

Long-range
wireless

Cellular Call car, authentication exploit, buffer
overflow (using laptop)

No Large Yes Medium-High Section 4.4

Cellular Call car, authentication exploit, buffer
overflow (using iPod with exploit au-
dio file, earphones, and a telephone)

No Large Yes Medium-High Section 4.4

Table 1: Attack surface capabilities. The Visible to User column indicates whether the compromise process is visible to the
user (the driver or the technician); we discuss social engineering attacks for navigating user detection in the body. For (⇤),
users will perceive a malfunctioning CD. The Scale column captures the approximate scale of the attack, e.g., the CD firmware
update attack is small-scale because it requires distributing a CD to each target car. The Full Control column indicates whether
this exploit yields full control over the component’s connected CAN bus (and, by transitivity, all the ECUs in the car). Finally,
the Cost column captures the approximate effort to develop these attack capabilities.

tionality reasons these buses must be interconnected to
support the complex coupling between pairs of ECUs and
thus a small number of ECUs are physically connected to
multiple buses and act as logical bridges. Consequently,
by modifying the “bridge” ECUs (either via a vulnerabil-
ity or simply by reflashing them over the CAN bus as they
are designed to be) an attacker can amplify an attack on
one bus to gain access to components on another. Con-
sequently, the result is that compromising any ECU with
access to some CAN bus on our vehicle (e.g., the media
player) is sufficient to compromise the entire vehicle.

Combining these ECU control and bridging com-
ponents, we constructed a general “payload” that we
attempted to deliver in our subsequent experiments
with the external attack surface.5 To be clear, for every
vulnerability we demonstrate, we are able to obtain
complete control over the vehicle’s systems. We did
not explore weaker attacks.

For each ECU we consider, our experimental approach
was to extract its firmware and then explicitly reverse
engineering its I/O code and data flow using disassembly,
interactive logging and debugging tools where appropri-
ate. In most cases, extracting the firmware was possible
directly via the CAN bus (this was especially convenient
because in most ECUs we encountered, the flash chips
are not socketed and while we were able to desolder and
read such chips directly, the process was quite painful).

Having the firmware in hand, we performed three basic
types of analysis: raw code analysis, in situ observations,

5In this work we experimented with two equivalent vehicles to ensure
that our results were not tied to artifacts of a particular vehicle instance.

and interactive debugging with controlled inputs on the
bench. In the first case, we identified the microprocessor
(e.g., different components described in this paper use
System on Chip (SoC) variants of the PowerPC, ARM,
Super-H and other architectures) and used the industry-
standard IDA Pro disassembler to map control flow and
identify potential vulnerabilities, as well as debugging
and logging options that could be enabled to aid in
reverse engineering.6 In situ observation with logging
enabled allowed us to understand normal operation of the
ECU and let us concentrate on potential vulnerabilities
near commonly used code paths. Finally, ECUs were
removed from the car and placed into a test harness on the
bench from which we could carefully control all inputs
and monitor outputs. In this environment, interactive
debuggers were used to examine memory and single step
through vulnerable code under repeatable conditions. For
one such device, the Super-H-based media player, we
resorted to writing our own native debugger and exported
a control and output interface through an unused serial
UART interface we “broke out” off the circuit board.

In general, we made use of any native debugging I/O
we could identify. For example, like the media player,
the telematics unit exposed an unused UART that we
tapped to monitor internal debugging messages as we
interactively probed its I/O channels. In other cases, we

6IDA Pro does not support embedded architectures as well as x86
and consequently we needed to modify IDA Pro to correctly parse
the full instruction set and object format of the target system. In one
particular case (for the TPMS processor) IDA Pro did not provide any
native support and we were forced to write a complete architecture
module in order to use the tool.

Comprehensive Experimental Analyses of Automotive Attack Surfaces

Stephen Checkoway, Damon McCoy, Brian Kantor,
Danny Anderson, Hovav Shacham, and Stefan Savage

University of California, San Diego

Karl Koscher, Alexei Czeskis, Franziska Roesner, and Tadayoshi Kohno
University of Washington

Abstract
Modern automobiles are pervasively computerized, and
hence potentially vulnerable to attack. However, while
previous research has shown that the internal networks
within some modern cars are insecure, the associated
threat model — requiring prior physical access — has
justifiably been viewed as unrealistic. Thus, it remains an
open question if automobiles can also be susceptible to
remote compromise. Our work seeks to put this question
to rest by systematically analyzing the external attack
surface of a modern automobile. We discover that remote
exploitation is feasible via a broad range of attack vectors
(including mechanics tools, CD players, Bluetooth and
cellular radio), and further, that wireless communications
channels allow long distance vehicle control, location
tracking, in-cabin audio exfiltration and theft. Finally, we
discuss the structural characteristics of the automotive
ecosystem that give rise to such problems and highlight
the practical challenges in mitigating them.

1 Introduction
Modern cars are controlled by complex distributed com-
puter systems comprising millions of lines of code execut-
ing on tens of heterogeneous processors with rich connec-
tivity provided by internal networks (e.g., CAN). While
this structure has offered significant benefits to efficiency,
safety and cost, it has also created the opportunity for new
attacks. For example, in previous work we demonstrated
that an attacker connected to a car’s internal network can
circumvent all computer control systems, including safety
critical elements such as the brakes and engine [14].

However, the threat model underlying past work
(including our own) has been met with significant, and
justifiable, criticism (e.g., [1, 3, 16]). In particular, it is
widely felt that presupposing an attacker’s ability to physi-
cally connect to a car’s internal computer network may be
unrealistic. Moreover, it is often pointed out that attackers
with physical access can easily mount non-computerized
attacks as well (e.g., cutting the brake lines).

This situation suggests a significant gap in knowledge,
and one with considerable practical import. To what ex-
tent are external attacks possible, to what extent are they
practical, and what vectors represent the greatest risks?
Is the etiology of such vulnerabilities the same as for
desktop software and can we think of defense in the same
manner? Our research seeks to fill this knowledge gap
through a systematic and empirical analysis of the remote
attack surface of late model mass-production sedan.

We make four principal contributions:
Threat model characterization. We systematically
synthesize a set of possible external attack vectors as
a function of the attacker’s ability to deliver malicious
input via particular modalities: indirect physical access,
short-range wireless access, and long-range wireless
access. Within each of these categories, we characterize
the attack surface exposed in current automobiles and
their surprisingly large set of I/O channels.
Vulnerability analysis. For each access vector category,
we investigate one or more concrete examples in depth
and assess the level of actual exposure. In each case we
find the existence of practically exploitable vulnerabilities
that permit arbitrary automotive control without requiring
direct physical access. Among these, we demonstrate the
ability to compromise a car via vulnerable diagnostics
equipment widely used by mechanics, through the media
player via inadvertent playing of a specially modified
song in WMA format, via vulnerabilities in hands-free
Bluetooth functionality and, finally, by calling the car’s
cellular modem and playing a carefully crafted audio
signal encoding both an exploit and a bootstrap loader
for additional remote-control functionality.
Threat assessment. From these uncovered vulnerabili-
ties, we consider the question of “utility” to an attacker:
what capabilities does the vulnerability enable? Unique
to this work, we study how an attacker might leverage a
car’s external interfaces for post-compromise control. We
demonstrate multiple post-compromise control channels
(including TPMS wireless signals and FM radio), inter-
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Things Connected to Internet
•  In summary, things suffer vulnerabilities when attached to the 

Internet

•  A variety of causes, including

‣  Flaws made accessible to adversaries when attached to Internet (vulnerabilities)

•  They were always there

‣  Mismatch between programmer expectations and system deployment creates 
new vulnerabilities

•  The programmer did not provide defenses for this deployment

‣  Trusted services may be compromised, which are new for the system

•  Thus, the deployment’s trust model is invalid

•  These problems are not unique to IoT, but may be exacerbated 
by the variety, dynamics, and uncertainty in IoT environments
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Security Solutions 
•  Can the security community provide solutions to these 

fundamental cybersecurity problems?  
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Security Solutions 
•  Can the security community provide solutions to these 

fundamental cybersecurity problems?  

‣  Unfortunately, solutions are limited

‣  Detect all flaws that lead to vulnerabilities (flaws accessible to adversaries)

•  Not fully automated

•  Some risks remain, so we aim to restrict what an adversary can control

‣  Find all mismatches (between program and system deployment)

•  Programs and system distros developed independently

•  In some cases, methods can identify mismatches and add defenses to block exploitation

‣  Minimize Trusted Computing Base (TCB) (use correct trust model)

•  Services need to support many mutually distrusting clients for many actions

•  In some systems, we can leverage alternative architectures that limit adversaries

10
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Restrict Adversary Control
•  Suppose an adversary compromises critical, trusted software in 

IoT devices

‣  Conventional kernels, microkernels, hypervisors, user-space servers, etc. 

‣  Linux, FreeBSD, MINIX, L4, Xen, BitVisor, file server, window server, ... 

•  Kernel rootkits are now becoming a serious threat to smartphone 
operating systems (e.g., Android)

‣  CVE-2011-1823: an integer overflow bug in a daemon process on Android 3.0 
enables an adversary to gain root privilege and install a kernel rootkit

•  Can we restrict what exploits an adversary can perform?

‣  1 - Restrict code that an adversary can execute in supervisor mode

‣  2 - Restrict the way that approved code can be executed

12
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IoT and Security
•  Given the current situation in computer security, what should/

must the IoT community do? 

27
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IoT and Security
•  Given the current situation in computer security, what should/

must the IoT community do? 

‣  Wait…
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IoT and Security
•  Given the current situation in computer security, what should/

must the IoT community do? 

‣  Wait…

‣  Hope for the best…
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IoTand Security
•  Given the current situation in computer security, what should/

must the IoT community do? 

‣  Wait…

‣  Hope for the best…

‣  Move ahead carefully

•  Identify attack surface (resources that may be accessible to adversaries)

•  Demand and use common solutions for defense

•  Address CPS-specific problems (physical inputs impact security)

‣  Test with adversary in mind

•  Consider “best” action for adversary everytime your program accesses an 
adversary-controlled resource [STING, USENIX Security 2012]

31
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Cyberphysical Systems
•  Present additional challenges

‣  May be more important

‣  Need to understand/manipulate external environment

•  Important

‣  Smart house vs. my laptop

•  External Environment

‣  Physical to cyber

‣  Cyber to physical

32
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Physical to Cyber
•  What if an adversary controls a sensor that 

measures the physical environment?

‣  E.g., Temperature of my refrigerator

•  Integrity 

‣  Can arbitrarily change the temperature measurement

•  Traditional solution – Byzantine Fault Tolerance

‣  Reasons about fault threshold – 2/3 of entities must be OK

‣  Active attack may violate that limit

•  How do keep 2/3 of sensors from compromise?

33
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Physical to Cyber
•  How do keep 2/3 of sensors from compromise?

•  One approach: Make adversary devise more kinds of 
attacks

‣  Animal defenses

‣  Diversity and agility and deception 

•  E.g., Make sensor look like one of several actuators to observer

•  E.g., Observer cannot tell which sensor is taking which 
measurements and change the mapping

•  Goal: Detect compromised sensors before they can 
be leveraged with a high probability

34
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Cyber to Physical
•  What if an adversary controls an actuator that 

modifies the physical environment?

‣  E.g., Insulin level 

•  Integrity 

‣  Can prevent changes from being implemented in physical

•  Traditional solution – DoS Prevention

‣  “Easy to detect and hard to prevent”

‣  Potentially even harder to detect and prevent (Stuxnet)

•  How to prevent compromise of physical from cyber?

35
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Cyber to Physical
•  How to prevent compromise of physical from cyber?

•  Verifiably-safe behavior in face of DoS

‣  Physical system should fail safe

‣  Physical system needs internal recovery in lack of actuation

•  Can detect/prevent maliciously-crafted commands

‣  Commands leading to unsafe behavior require strong 
authentication

•  Two factor, challenge-response, etc.

‣  Physical can verify command’s safety locally

36
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Privacy Issues
•  In addition, how does CPS control access to private 

data?

•  Proactive

‣  Prevent leakage of medical information except to your medical 
professional (e.g., heart doctor for pacemaker)

•  What about in an emergency?

•  Retroactive

‣  Track leakage of medical information from medical 
professionals (e.g., ER doctors) to others

•  Possible to track closely enough?  To punish?

•  Good news – this is a general security problem
38
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Defensive Options
•  On which defense should CPS focus?

•  Access control

‣  Proactive defense (Allow/Deny)

‣  Need to know whether to allow/deny in advance

•  Auditing

‣  Retroactive defense (Logging and log analysis)

‣  Need to log/query the right stuff necessary to find violations after fact

•  Agility

‣  May be proactive or retroactive

‣  But, may be costly or cheaper than above – e.g., Honey Passwords

‣  Usually in addition to access controls/auditing
39
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Other CPS Issues
•  Heterogeneity

‣  Impact of roles of sensing, reasoning, acting, reacting

‣  Can we predict these roles and their attack surface (access to flaws) in advance?

•  Dynamics

‣  How map new elements to known/safe security concepts?

‣  Can we infer mismatches in the changing environment?

•  Uncertainty

‣  How to address uncertainty in measurements?

‣  Can we restrict adversary within some bounds?

•  Goal is automation of the above

40
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SmartThings System

42

Fig. 1. SmartThings architecture overview.

1 definition(
2 name: "DemoApp", namespace: "com.testing",
3 author: "IoTPaper", description: "Test App",
4 category: "Utility")
5

6 //query the user for capabilities
7 preferences {
8 section("Select Devices") {
9 input "lock1", "capability.lock", title:

"Select a lock"
10 input "sw1", "capability.switch", title:

"Select a switch"
11 }
12 }
13

14 def updated() {
15 unsubscribe()
16 initialize()
17 }
18

19 def installed() {
20 subscribe sw1, "switch.on", onHandler
21 subscribe sw1, "switch.off", offHandler
22 }
23

24 def onHandler(evt) {
25 lock1.unlock()
26 }
27

28 def offHandler(evt) {
29 lock1.lock()
30 }

Listing 1. SmartApp structure.

protocols (for example, ZWave and ZigBee), and exposes the
physical device to the rest of the SmartThings ecosystem.

Next, we explain the key concepts of the programming
framework. Listing 1 shows an example SmartApp that locks
and unlocks a physical door lock based on the on/off state of
a switch. The SmartApp begins with a definition section
that specifies meta-data such as SmartApp name, namespace,
author details, and category.

2) Capabilities & Authorization: SmartThings has a secu-
rity architecture that governs what devices a SmartApp may
access. We term it as the SmartThings capability model. A
capability is composed of a set of commands (method calls)

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF CAPABILITIES IN THE SMARTTHINGS FRAMEWORK

Capability Commands Attributes
capability.lock lock(), unlock() lock (lock status)

capability.battery N/A battery (battery status)

capability.switch on(), off() switch (switch status)

capability.alarm off(), strobe(),
siren(), both()

alarm (alarm status)

capability.refresh refresh() N/A

and attributes (properties). Commands represent ways in which
a device can be controlled or actuated. Attributes represent the
state information of a device. Table I lists example capabilities.

Consider the SmartApp in Listing 1. The preferences
section has two input statements that specify two capabilities:
capability.lock and capability.switch. When a
user installs this SmartApp, the capabilities trigger a device
enumeration process that scans all the physical devices cur-
rently paired with the user’s hub and, for each input statement,
the user is presented with all devices that support the specified
capability. For the given example, the user will select one
device per input statement, authorizing the SmartApp to use
that device. Figure 2 shows the installation user interface for
the example SmartApp in Listing 1.

Once the user chooses one device per input statement, the
SmartThings compiler binds variables lock1 and sw1 (that
are listed as strings in the input statements) to the selected
lock device and to the selected switch device, respectively.
The SmartApp is now authorized to access these two devices
via their SmartDevice instances.

A given capability can be supported by multiple de-
vice types. Figure 3 gives an example. SmartDevice1 con-
trols a ZWave lock and SmartDevice2 controls a mo-
tion sensor. SmartDevice1 supports the following capa-
bilities: capability.lock, capability.battery,
and capability.refresh. SmartDevice2 supports a
slightly different set of capabilities: capability.motion,
capability.battery, and capability.refresh.
Installing a battery-monitoring SmartApp that requests
capability.battery would result in the user being
asked to choose from a list of devices consisting of the ZWave
lock and the motion sensor. An option is available in the
input statement to allow the named variable to be bound to a
list of devices. If such a binding were done, a single battery
monitoring SmartApp can monitor the battery status of any
number of devices.

3) Events and Subscriptions: When a SmartApp is first
installed, the predefined installed method is invoked. In
the SmartApp of Listing 1, installed creates two event
subscriptions to switch sw1’s status update events (Lines 20,
21). When the switch is turned on, the switch SmartDevice
raises an event that causes the function onHandler to
execute. The function unlocks the physical lock corresponding
to lock1 (Line 25). Similarly, when the switch is turned off,
the function offHandler is invoked to lock the physical
lock corresponding to lock1 (Line 29).
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SmartThings Vulnerabilities
•  Produced four PoC attacks

‣  Injected malicious command to gain unauthorized 
access to a door lock

‣  Snooped on setup of pin-codes for a Schlage smart 
lock, and leaked them using the unrestricted 
SmartThings-provided SMS API

‣  Disabled an existing vacation mode SmartApp available 
on the app store using a spoofed event

‣  Caused a fake fire alarm using a spoofed physical 
device event
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One Attack
•  Code injection attack

•  Steps

‣  Download app from App Store that requests user to authenticate 
to SmartThings and authorize a WebService SmartApp (written by 
same developer as 3rd party app) to access home devices

•  Obtain OAuth token from SmartThings deployment

•  Determine whether WebService uses unsafe Groovy dynamic method 
invocation

•  Inject command string over OAuth to exploit dynamic method invocation

•  How/why is this attack possible?
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One Attack Possible 
•  XSS-style attack to redirect OAuth token to the 

adversary

‣  Seems like a flaw in OAuth

‣  Link refers to authenticate SmartThings domain

‣  But redirects to adversary-controlled URI

‣  SmartThings automatically redirects the 6 character codeword

‣  Adversary can then authenticate via Oauth

•  A flaw in OAuth for SmartThings?
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One Attack Possible 
•  Command injection phase of the attack

‣  Does the app use dynamic method invocation?

•  Offline binary analysis - runtime

‣  What command string should be injected?

•  Transmitted a payload to set a new lock code to the WebService 
SmartApp over Oauth

•  Allowed by capability for “SetCode” granted to the app

•  Commands are not sanitized in any way by the app

•  What went wrong?
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One Attack Possible 
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SmartThings Authorization
•  Goals that the authors propose

‣  Least privilege policy

‣  Enforced over all security-sensitive operations

‣  And others ‒ input sanitization, authentication, etc.
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SmartThings Authorization
•  Goals that the authors propose

‣  Least privilege policy

‣  Enforced over all security-sensitive operations

‣  And others ‒ input sanitization, authentication, etc.

•  Overprivilege

‣  “capabilities” are associated with more than one operation

‣  Capability.lock grants the ability to lock and unlock

•  Locking is relatively safe, so perhaps should not authorize both
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SmartThings Authorization
•  Goals that the authors propose

‣  Least privilege policy

‣  Enforced over all security-sensitive operations

‣  And others ‒ input sanitization, authentication, etc.

•  In-Complete Mediation

‣  APIs for some operations lack mediation entirely

•  Outbound Internet communications from SmartApps

•  SMS
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Take Away
•  New devices now connected to the Internet (and adversaries)

‣  This has resulted in many problems in the past 

‣  But, stakes are high in CPS – impact on physical systems could be 
catastrophic

•  To introduce new security challenges

‣  Cyber-to-physical and dynamics/uncertainty of such computation

‣  And still have to solve the traditional security problems effectively

•  No trivial answers

‣  Limit exploitation options, mismatches, and trusted computing base

‣  New research in cyber-to-physical and physical-to-cyber

‣  Hope it focuses on proactive and retroactive enforcement under dynamic and 
uncertain environments
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